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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the recognition of group actions in meet-
ings by modeling the joint behaviour of participants. Many meet-
ing actions, such as presentations, discussions and consensus, are
characterised by similar or complementary behaviour across par-
ticipants. Recognising these meaningful actions is an important
step towards the goal of providing effective browsing and sum-
marisation of processed meetings. In this work, a corpus of meet-
ings was collected in a room equipped with a number of micro-
phones and cameras. The corpus was labeled in terms of a pre-
defined set of meeting actions characterised by global behaviour.
In experiments, audio and visual features for each participant are
extracted from the raw data and the interaction of participants is
modeled using HMM-based approaches. Initial results on the cor-
pus demonstrate the ability of the system to recognise the set of
meeting actions.

1. INTRODUCTION

When people hold meetings, they do so to communicate and de-
velop information. The IDIAP smart meeting room project is in-
vestigating how information from meetings can be captured, stored,
structured, queried, and browsed using multimodal sensors, analy-
sis, and user interfaces. The aim is to provide techniques that will
help people quickly obtain required information from a meeting
archive without having to listen and view entire recordings. This
will assist both people who have missed a meeting, as well as those
who attended but need to recall certain details.

A number of groups are researching the application of speech
and video processing techniques to the meeting domain. The meet-
ing project at ICSI [1], for example, has focused primarily on the
challenging problem of producing text transcriptions of speech in
meetings. Work at CMU includes speech transcription and sum-
marisation, development of a meeting browser [2], and also the
use of cameras to track the focus of attention in meetings [3]. The
Microsoft distributed meeting system supports live broadcast of
audio and video meeting data and includes a recorded meeting
browser [4].

Meetings constitute natural and important cases of people in-
teraction, occur in reasonably constrained, yet challenging condi-
tions, and can be described by a relatively well-defined dictionary
of relevant actions. Presentations, discussions, monologues, con-
sensus and disagreements in meetings are actions in which people
play and exchange similar, opposite, or complementary roles, each
one possibly being played by more than one individual. Further-
more, these actions are inherently semantic and can be used as
queries in a retrieval system, or to give structure for browsing.

In this paper, we investigate a probabilistic approach to seg-
menting meetings by modeling the interaction between partici-
pants. The individual behaviour of participants is monitored us-
ing a set of features from both the audio and visual modalities.
Different sequence models are then trained to recognise high-level
events (meeting actions) within meetings, such as presentations,
general discussion, consensus and note-taking. For experimenta-
tion, a corpus of meetings was recorded across multiple audio and
visual channels. To facilitate the research, these meetings were
loosely scripted in terms of the type and schedule of actions, but
otherwise the content is natural.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the
recognition of multi-modal actions in meetings by modeling the
joint behaviour of participants. Section 3 then describes the col-
lection of a meeting corpus in the IDIAP smart meeting room.
Finally, experiments to segment the corpus in terms of meeting
actions are presented in Section 4.

2. MULTI-MODAL RECOGNITION OF GROUP
ACTIONS IN MEETINGS

This section gives an overview of the proposed approach for recog-
nising meeting actions, and describes the different sequence mod-
els that will be investigated in experiments.

2.1. Overview

There is growing interest in computer vision and multimedia signal
processing for understanding the behaviour of interacting people,
for actions that are defined by playing both similar and comple-
mentary roles (e.g. a handshake, a dancing couple, or a children’s
game) [5], [6], [7], [8]. While most of the work for recognition of
interactions has been directed towards visual surveillance in out-
door [7] and office scenarios [6], the analysis of people interaction
constitutes a richer research domain.

Group interaction recognition can be approached probabilis-
tically with models that handle multiple information streams and
capture consistent data relationships. Within this framework, in-
teraction recognition can be addressed from at least two angles.
The first one attempts to recognise actions of individualsindepen-
dently, and fuse all responses at a higher level for further recogni-
tion of the interaction. While usually more tractable, models based
on this assumption somehow overlook the starting point: the be-
haviour of an individual during an interactionis constrainedby the
behaviour of the others, i.e., it is not completely independent.

Modeling such constraints amounts to modeling the interac-
tions. The second approach aims at recognising group actions



directly, integrating all observations into a unique probabilistic
model, and assuming that the constraints can be jointly learned
from data. Detection/segmentation/tracking are needed tasks, but
recognition of personal actions is skipped altogether. In fact, when
interactionsare the actions, individual behaviour might become
less crucial, as long as the group as a whole provides enough
evidence about the performed action. This potentially increases
robustness to imperfect feature extraction and measurement pro-
cesses.

2.2. Sequence Models

In order to model the temporal behaviour of a meeting using fea-
tures extracted from multiple audio and video channels, we pro-
pose to use statistical generative models based on Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs). HMMs have been used with success for numer-
ous speech and handwritten recognition tasks.

The success of HMMs for these tasks is based on a careful
design of sub-models corresponding to language units (phonemes,
words, letters). In the case of meetings, we decided to decompose
each meeting in units such as monologue or presentation, which
we callmeeting actions. Hence, as for speech recognition systems,
given a set of feature sequences representing meetings for which
we know the corresponding labeling (but not necesarily the pre-
cise alignment), we can train HMMs using the classical embedded
training method based on EM, in order to maximize the likelihood
of the data. Afterwards, when extracted features of a new meet-
ing are given to the HMM system, the corresponding sequence of
meeting actions may be obtained by simply applying the Viterbi
decoding algorithm.

A more complex option is themulti-streamapproach [9]: know-
ing that the features describing a meeting represent in fact different
entities acting during the meeting, we could first model each entity
separately with a specific HMM, and then recombine them dur-
ing decoding using various recombination schemes. Multi-stream
models are typically employed with separate streams for audio
and visual features in multi-modal tasks, or for different frequency
sub-bands in speech recognition. In modeling group interactions
however, the streams could instead represent the individual partic-
ipants.

3. MEETING DATA COLLECTION

The IDIAP Smart Meeting Room is a 8.2m×3.6m×2.4m rect-
angular room containing a 4.8m×1.2m rectangular meeting ta-
ble. The room has been equipped with fully synchronised multi-
channel audio and video recording facilities. For audio acquisi-
tion, twenty four high quality miniature lapel microphones are si-
multaneously recorded at 48kHz with 24-bit resolution. The mi-
crophones are identical and are used both as close-talking lapel
microphones attached to meeting participants, and in table-top mi-
crophone arrays. For video acquisition, three closed-circuit televi-
sion cameras output PAL quality video signals, which are recorded
onto separate MiniDV cassettes using three “video walkman” dig-
ital video tape recorders. Each camera is fitted with an adjustable
wide-angle lens with a38◦ − 80◦ field of view. Full details of the
hardware setup are presented in [10].

A “scripted meeting” approach was taken to collect the re-
quired audio-visual data for the meeting action recognition exper-
iments. A set of legal meeting actions was defined as,

• Monologue (one participant speaks continuously without
interruption)

• Monologue with note-taking (all other participants take notes
during the monologue)

• Presentation (one participant at front of room makes a pre-
sentation using the projector screen)

• Presentation with note-taking

• White-board (one participant at front of room talks and makes
notes on the white-board)

• White-board with note-taking

• Consensus (all participants express consensus)

• Disagreement (all participants express disagreement)

• Note-taking (all participants write notes)

• Discussion (all participants engage in a discussion)

An ergodic Markov model was then used to generate meeting
scripts. Each meeting action corresponded to a state in the Markov
model with the self-loop transition probabilities governing the rel-
ative duration of each action. The transition probabilities were
tuned by hand to ensure that the generated action sequences and
durations were realistic. On average, each meeting contained 5 ac-
tions and was constrained to begin with a monologue and to end
with either a consensus, disagreement, or discussion. After gener-
ation of each meeting script, the action durations were normalised
using a random time (in minutes) drawn from aN(5, 0.25) distri-
bution, in order to constrain the total time to be approximately five
minutes.

Two disjoint sets of eight meeting participants each were drawn
from the (international) research staff population at IDIAP. For
each set, thirty 4-person meeting scripts were generated as de-
scribed above. The four participants for each meeting were chosen
at random from the set of eight people. Every scripted meeting
action involving a single participant (monologues, presentations,
and whiteboards) was then allocated at random to one of the four
participants, giving a total set of 28 potentially distinct meeting ac-
tions. Each meeting script was assigned a topic at random (eg. my
favourite movie). A dedicated timekeeper (off-camera) monitored
the scripted action durations during meeting recording, and made
silent gestures to indicate transitions between actions in the script.

The meeting room configuration for the recordings is illus-
trated in Figure 1. Two cameras each acquired a front-on view of
two participants including the table region used for note-taking.
The third camera looked over the top of the participants towards
the white-board and projector screen. The seating positions of par-
ticipants were allocated randomly, with the constraint that partici-
pants who presented or used the white-board sat in one of the two
seats closest to the front of the room (the latter was not exploited
during analysis). All participants wore lapel microphones, and an
eight-element circular equi-spaced microphone array of 20cm di-
ameter was centrally located on the meeting table.

A total of 60 meeting recordings have been collected (30 record-
ings× 2 participant sets), resulting in approximately 5 hours of
multi-channel, audio-visual meeting data. Each recording con-
sists of three video channels, and twelve audio channels. While
the experiments in this paper investigate the task of segmentation
in terms of meeting actions, this corpus is suitable for a number
of other audio, visual and multi-modal processing tasks, such as
speaker turn detection, topic segmentation, and gaze tracking. To
facilitate further research in such directions, the current database
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Figure 1: Meeting recording configuration

will be expanded to contain 100 meetings, and is being made avail-
able for public distribution [11].

4. EXPERIMENTS

This section presents experiments to recognise meeting actions oc-
curing in the corpus. Due to limited data at the time of testing, the
list of actions to be recognised was restricted to monologue by
position (4), presentation, whiteboard, discussion, disagreement,
consensus and note-taking, giving a vocabulary size of 10 actions.
No distinction was thus made between presentations, whiteboards
and monologues with or without note-taking. To recognise the
meeting actions, a number of different audio and visual features
were extracted from the raw data and modeled using HMMs.

4.1. Feature Extraction

The total feature set consists of 19 audio-visual features, which
were extracted at a frame rate of 5 Hz. Audio features were ex-
tracted to measure the speech activity of each participant, along
with the occurrence of a set of positive and negative keywords.
The speech activity was measured for 6 predefined locations (par-
ticipants’ seats, whiteboard and presentation screen) from the mi-
crophone array signals using the SRP-PHAT measure described
in [12]. Two keyword-based features were also calculated for each
participant, indicating to the occurence of a list of positive words
(e.g. yes, agree, yeah, etc), and a list of negative words (e.g. no,
disagree, don’t, etc). The final set of audio features consisted of
14 features (speech activity of the 6 locations, and 2x4 keyword
streams).

Visual features were extracted using standard methods. For
the cameras looking at people at the table, GMM models of skin/-
background colors in RGB space were used to extract head blobs,
Skin/background pixel classification and morphological postpro-
cessing were performed inside image regions enclosing typical
head locations. For each person, the detected head blob was rep-
resented by the vertical position of its centroid (normalized by the
average centroid computed over the meeting duration). For the

Model Action Error Rate
Early Integration HMM 20.0%
Multi-Stream HMM 44.5%
Average of each stream 80.0%

Table 1: Action Error Rates (in percent, lower is better) on the test
set with various HMM architectures modeling meeting actions.

wide-view camera, moving blobs were detected by background
substraction and represented by their (quantised) horizontal posi-
tion. The final set of visual features consists of 5 features (1 for
each seated head location, plus one from the whiteboard/screen
camera).

4.2. Results and Discussion

Preliminary experiments were performed using the set of artificial
meetings recently recorded at IDIAP. For these experiments, there
were up to 30 available meetings from the first group of people,
which were used as the training set and 29 available meetings from
the second group of people, which were used as the test set.

Using a simple leave-one-out cross-validation technique on
the training set only, we selected various hyper-parameters of the
different HMM models that were tried: the number of states per
word, the number of Gaussians per state, and the minimum rel-
ative variance allowed per Gaussian. Initialization of the models
was done from the known approximate alignment, using Kmeans
to train each word model separately. The Viterbi algorithm was
then used to train the systems via the embedded training approach.
Finally decoding was also performed using the Viterbi algorithm.
The only constraint coded in the grammar was to forbid self-loops
between actions.

Since the objective was to model the general behaviour of a
meeting and not the behaviour of individuals, we compared two
approaches:

• an early integrationapproach, where all the features from
all participants were merged into a single stream of data,
and a single HMM system was trained;

• a simplemulti-streamapproach, where each participant was
first modeled separately with a specific HMM trained on his
own features, then a single decoding pass was performed on
all HMM models simultaneously, merging the likelihoods
of each stream at each time step and for each state by simply
multiplying them to obtain a unified likelihood.

The difference between the two approaches can be seen as mod-
elling or not the correlation between participants at the state level.
If important relations exist between participants, then the early in-
tegration approach should perform better, while if this is not the
case or if noise is present in one or more streams, then the multi-
stream approach should be better.

Table 1 shows the results obtained for both approaches in terms
of action error rate (equivalent to word error rate in speech recogni-
tion). In addition, the average performance of the HMMs modeling
each individual separately is shown. The early integration model
yields significantly better performance than the multi-stream ap-
proach, which in turn gives a large improvement over the individ-
ual HMMs. These results confirm the importance of modeling the
correlation and interactions between participants.

Further analysis of the results shows that all events were well
recognized except for consensus and disagreements, which were



Model Action Error Rate
Early Integration HMM 5.7%
Multi-Stream HMM 33.8%
Average of each stream 79.8%

Table 2: Action Error Rates (in percent, lower is better) on the test
set, with consensus and disagreement removed from the lexicon.

typically misclassified as discussion. Prior to data collection, it
was supposed that consensus and disagreement would be key points
that could be characterised by the co-occurence of positive or nega-
tive keywords across participants, and possibly also by head move-
ments. Having collected the data and done initial experiments, we
have found that on the basis of the selected features, and even to
human observers, consensus and disagreement are difficult to dis-
tinguish from discussions. During discussion people regularly said
words like ‘yes’, ’okay’ or ‘no’, but with little semantic meaning
(back-channels), and it was rare for them to make head movement
to indicate agreement/disagreement. To improve recognition of
these actions in the current framework, we could investigate other
audio-visual features or better define the meeting language model.
Table 2 gives the results where consensus and disagreement were
removed from the lexicon (all occurrences were relabeled in the
ground-truth as discussion, and all models retrained).

Although the results presented here are preliminary, they are
quite promising, showing that it is indeed possible to model the
general behaviour of meetings using statistical models. It is ex-
pected that more work on the extraction of other discriminant audio-
visual features, coupled with investigation of other sequence mod-
els and collection of more training meetings, should improve the
performance. Further work will also aim at defining other impor-
tant meeting actions to be recognised.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an approach to recognising meeting ac-
tions by modeling the interactions of participants. In the system,
recognition of group actions is the goal, rather than recognition of
the individual behaviour of each participant. Audio-visual features
were extracted from a multi-modal meeting corpus and HMMs
were trained for a set of meeting actions characterised by group be-
haviour, including presentations, whiteboards, discussions, mono-
logues, consensus, disagreement and note-taking.

Two modeling approaches were investigated : early integra-
tion, where the features from all participants were combined in
a single HMM, and a multi-stream approach, where participants
were modeled in different streams. The early integration approach
demonstrated best results, as it better models the correlation be-
tween participants. An action error rate of 20.0% was achieved,
and this improved to 5.7% when consensus and disagreement were
removed from the lexicon (being relabeled as discussion).

While the results presented here are preliminary, they demon-
strate the ability to recognise meeting actions by modeling the joint
behaviour of participants. Segmentation in terms of these mean-
ingful actions is an important step towards the goal of providing
effective summarisation of processed meetings. Ongoing work in-
volves the collection of a more significant meeting corpus, as well
as the definition of other meeting actions and more audio-visual
features. Other sequence models, such as asynchronous HMMs,
will also be investigated to exploit both the correlation and poten-

tial asynchronicity between participants.
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